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Metalloinvest’s Development Strategy strives  
to increase output of products with high added value
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Statement from Ivan Streshinsky,  
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Dear shareholders and colleagues,

Yours faithfully,

Ivan Streshinsky

Chairman of the Board of Directors

Management Company Metalloinvest

In 2015, metals and mining companies faced a challenging 

macroeconomic environment, including lower global 

demand for steel, unprecedented growth in iron ore 

production, and volatile exchange rates. Together, these 

factors put significant pressure on businesses in the sector. 

In 2015, Metalloinvest presented an updated strategy 2023, 

focused on growing shareholder value, increasing investment 

attractiveness, achieving higher sales margins and driving 

improved operating and management efficiency. The targets 

set out in the strategy are aligned with the current market 

situation and macroeconomic fundamentals. In the face 

of increased price volatility, we will be adjusting our 

strategy implementation plans subject to emerging risks 

and opportunities, but keeping our key strategic priorities 

unchanged.

In the reporting period, the Company’s EBITDA declined 

by 27% to UsD 1,432 million, largely as a result of lower 

EBITDA in the mining segment due to  a sizable drop in global 

iron ore prices. Against this backdrop, the management 

team focused on deleveraging and maintaining the overall 

EBITDA margin at above 30%. In 2015, the Company 

improved its EBITDA margin by 1.8 p.p. year-on-year to 32.6%, 

thus exceeding its target. Moreover, the Company received 

strong credit ratings from international rating agencies, 

which attested to its balanced credit policy and financial 

stability.

Metalloinvest is committed to corporate governance 

best practices and the diversity and effectiveness  

of the Board of Directors is on par with Russia’s leading  

public companies. The pro-active approach and expertise 

of the members of the Board of Directors’ and the involvement 

of individual committees in resolving the most important 

issues have been instrumental in maintaining growth 

momentum in these challenging market conditions. 

I would like to thank all members of the Board of Directors 

and the Management Board of the Company for their 

professionalism and hard work in 2015.

Commitment to the principles of sustainable development 

is another important element of strategy 2023. In 

2015, Metalloinvest continued its social and economic 

co-operation with the Kursk, Belgorod and Orenburg 

regions, which has proved its efficacy. To foster the social 

and economic well-being of communities where the Company 

operates, we implement joint initiatives together 

with the residents of stary Oskol, Gubkin, Zheleznogorsk 

and Novotroitsk, also involving the authorities, NGOs, trade 

unions, environmental organisations, industry associations 

and other stakeholders. Metalloinvest continues to support 

comprehensive programmes in partnership with local 

and federal educational institutions.

Our effective governance framework, strong qualifications 

and the co-ordinated efforts of our people, along 

with consistent progress in implementing our 

production and investment programmes mean that we 

can look to the future with confidence.
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Statement from Andrey Varichev, CEO

Dear colleagues and partners,

Yours faithfully,

Andrey Varichev

CEO

Management Company Metalloinvest

In 2015, Metalloinvest faced a number of considerable 

challenges.

Lower steel consumption and a significantly higher global 

iron ore supply resulted in an almost 50% drop in iron ore 

prices. To succeed in such an environment, a business must 

have a strong corporate culture and maintain maximum 

production efficiency, along with strict financial discipline. 

Looking back at our performance in 2015, I am pleased to say 

that our business model incorporates all of these elements.

When developing strategy 2023, we factored in a possible 

decline in global iron ore prices. Our analysis has shown 

that products with low added value are most affected 

by volatility. so, a sharp drop in ore prices in 2015 and lower 

volatility in high-quality product prices have reaffirmed 

our focus on high added value products as a strategic 

priority for the Company. The stress tests carried out as part 

of the strategy update showed the viability of investment 

in high added value products.

Our key investment projects in 2015 included 

the construction of Pellet Plant No. 3 at Mikhailovsky 

GOK, which launched in september last year and boosted 

pellet output capacity by 5 million tonnes per annum, 

and the construction  

of a third HBI plant at Lebedinsky GOK.

Both projects are aimed at strengthening Metalloinvest’s 

position in the global arena, where the Company is the leader 

in merchant HBI production and No. 3 in pellet production.

Another focus area of strategy 2023 is improving 

the Company’s corporate governance framework. We have 

launched a large-scale transformation programme designed 

to reduce costs, boost margins and ensure business process 

transparency and timely decision-making. The programme 

will also improve and automate business processes, create 

a cross-functional shared services centre to enhance planning 

accuracy and manage the implementation of the Company’s 

plans.

Metalloinvest maintains high standards of corporate 

social responsibility. We partner with local governments 

for sustainable development programmes. As part of this 

long-term social and economic cooperation, we develop 

and implement social initiatives that address key challenges 

in local regions. The most effective initiatives and practices 

are then rolled out across our locations.

Minimising the Company’s environmental footprint is also 

a top priority for Metalloinvest.

In 2015, the Company passed compliance audits launched 

across its operations to measure the efficiency of the existing 

environmental management system.

The audits certified that our production processes 

are complaint with IsO 14001 requirements. As a member 

of the World steel Association’s Climate Action Programme, 

Metalloinvest collects, calculates and discloses 

data on greenhouse gas emissions (CO2).

Overall, a balanced development strategy, meaningful 

governance framework at all levels, high qualifications 

and the co-ordinated efforts of our people allow us to achieve 

strong results today and in the future. 

I would like to thank our employees, customers and partners 

for their invaluable cooperation.
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Strategy

The updated strategy presented in 2015 is designed 

to strengthen the Company’s global leadership 

in the merchant hot briquetted iron segment, increase 

output of high value-added products, increase 

product quality and improve the efficiency of R&D 

and production operations.

The Company has updated its strategic priorities, 

long-term goals and objectives to respond to the latest 

trends in the global iron ore, HBI and steel products 

markets and utilise its competitive advantages, 

such as industry-leading cash costs for HBI/DRI 

and pellets.

Metalloinvest is focusing on further deleveraging 

and seeks to finance investment projects primarily 

from internally-generated cash flow. The Company 

plans to maintain its EBITDA margin above 30% 

by boosting operational efficiency and sales margins, 

and reducing costs.

Corporate social responsibility remains an important 

prerequisite for the Company’s sustainable growth. 

strategy 2023 provides for the launch of projects 

designed to minimise the Company’s environmental 

impact in the regions where it operates, maintain safe 

working conditions and ensure fair salaries, sufficient 

recreation and healthcare opportunities for its 

employees, and an improved social and cultural 

environment for local communities.

Increase the Company’s value:

• Enhance the scale and quality of business

• Ensure sustainable growth and higher long-term 

value  

Grow sales margins:

• Increase share of the global market for high-quality 

Metallics stocks, mainly HBI/DRI

• strengthen the Company’s position  

in the high-quality rolled steel market

Improve operational  
and management efficiency:

• Focus on efficient development of existing 

iron ore deposits

• Reduce cash cost of production and processing 

operations

• Optimise existing processes and integrate new 

technologies

Increase investment attractiveness:

• Improve transparency

• Promote a balanced approach to ensure talent 

development and protection of communities  

and the environment

• 

Strategic activity in 2015

Efficient development of existing iron ore deposits

Increase in global market share for metallised feedstock

Increase in global market  share 

Optimisation of production processes and introduction of new technologies

Decrease in production costs

Strategic priorities

» FOR MORE DEtAILS ON StRAtEGY  
IMPLEMENtAtION AND KEY PROJECtS, SEE P. 32–33
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Efficient development of existing iron ore deposits
Metalloinvest develops 14.2 billion tonnes of JORC-compliant iron ore reserves,  

which guarantees approximately 150 years of operation at current production levels. 

Larger share in the global market for metallised raw materials
Long-term sustainable demand for HBI will be driven by:

 ° an increase in the share of steel produced in electric furnaces;

 ° stricter environmental and product quality requirements;

 ° higher demand for scrap, as well as lower quality of scrap materials.

Wider global reach
A large product mix and flexible logistics chain (multimodal - land and sea - routes to Asia and Europe via the Black sea and Baltic 

sea ports) make the Company a strong competitor against both leading global suppliers and local producers.

The Company seeks to significantly enlarge the share of high-quality, high-margin products that it produces. For this purpose, 

it is upgrading Rolling Mill 350 at OEMK and Rolling Mill 2800 at Ural steel, it is constructing HBI-3 Plant at Lebedinsky GOK and has 

launched Pellet Plant #3 at Mikhailovsky GOK .

Improved production processes and new technologies
To boost the efficiency of the Company’s operations to develop its iron ore deposits, Metalloinvest is implementing 

a beneficiation technology improvement programme and plans to market new products such as high-quality concentrate 

from Lebedinsky GOK with an iron content of over 70%, high basic iron ore pellets with an iron content of over 65.8% 

and basicity between 0.9 and 1.1. The modernisation and replacement of equipment at OEMK and Ural steel will improve 

the quality of the products.

Lower production costs
HBI/DRI and pellet production costs at Metalloinvest’s enterprises are significantly lower than those of its global 

peers. According to Company data, in 2015 Metalloinvest maintained its cash cost position in the top quartile of global 

manufacturers. The key factors supporting the low cost of pellet and HBI/DRI production are:

 ° availability of an extensive high-quality resource base;

 ° in-house mine development;

 ° use of low-cost magnetic separation as the primary method of iron ore beneficiation;

 ° “zero operational costs” for shipping iron ore concentrate from Lebedinsky GOK to OEMK through a 26 km slurry 

pipeline;

 ° energy-efficient production technologies;

 ° availability of necessary infrastructure (natural gas, electricity, railways and roads, etc.).

Introduction of a cyclical and continuous transportation method
Design and pre-project planning works are taking place at Lebedinsky GOK and Mikhailovsky GOK 

to introduce a cyclical and continuous method of transporting rock mass from mine to beneficiation plant. 

This method will allow the Company to significantly decrease the cash cost of iron ore products due  

to the optimisation of mining and transportation processes. 

» For more details on the Company’s investment projects, see p. 42

Building an optimal structure with separation of powers and responsibilities
To improve business unit performance, Metalloinvest is creating a shared centre for repair planning 

and control. The new centre will streamline repair services, standardise planning and repairing processes 

and put in place a unified repair schedule co-ordination system. Going forward, the Company plans to unify 

the equipment and technologies used across its operations.

Increased efficiency and productivity due to automation of business processes
The Company plans to implement an ERP-based planning system to increase the overall efficiency 

of interrelated management processes, switch to a rolling planning process and enable partners 

and customers to track their orders and delivery.

Prompt response to internal and external changes
In 2015, Metalloinvest continued to develop its corporate risk management system as planned.  

The Company has launched a mechanism to categorise possible risk events and issued guidelines  

and policies to regulate related processes. Metalloinvest is also introducing risk response procedures  

and implementing quantitative assessments of potential damage.

» For more details on the risk management system, see p. 76

Key projectsImplementation of Strategy in 2015
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Market Overview

METALLOINVEST SELLS ITS PRODUCTS IN ALL OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST MARKETS.  

RUSSIA, EASTERN AND WESTERN EUROPE, ASIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST ARE PRIORITY 

REGIONS FOR THE COMPANY.

Iron ore market

The global iron ore market remains highly consolidated. 

Four leading companies (vale, BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto, 

and FMG) control over 72% of the world iron ore trade. The 

leading countries that produce commercial iron ore are 

Australia, Brazil, China, India and Russia, together 

accounting for around 80% of total global output. In 2015, 

global iron ore production fell to 2 billion tonnes, down 3% 

y-o-y due to lower global demand for steel and pig iron. 

However, taken separately, Australia and India recorded 

higher output, while other countries saw relative 

stabilisation (Brazil, Russia) and considerable decline 

(China, others) in output.

Metalloinvest continues to assess the factors influencing 

the iron ore raw materials market to take them into account 

for the purpose of mid-term and long-term growth 

planning.

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Iron ore production of leading producing countries, 
million tonnes

*

AUSTRALIA

BRAZIL

CHINA

INDIA

RUSSIA

OTHERS

450

365

338

158

93

410

495

375

343

131

94

420

582

362

354

121

93

471

700

392

328

95

92

460

759

383

246

116

95

403

Key fundamentals such as lower global demand for steel 

and an unprecedented ramp-up of iron ore output by major 

producers contributed to further iron ore price decreases, 

aggravated by a sharp decline in energy and ferroalloy 

prices and currency depreciation in producing countries. 

Higher supply of iron ore with low iron content resulted 

in the deterioration of the average quality of iron ore raw 

materials. The drop in global metal prices constrains 

mid-term investment in commodity assets. In addition, 

the global slump in rolled steel prices and weaker financial 

performance of the majority of steel producers had 

a negative impact on the premium paid for high quality 

raw materials.

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Price for iron ore 62% Fe, 
CFR China (USD/t)

55

97

130
135

169

Source : Bloomberg

In 2015, the average annual price for iron ore dropped 

from UsD 97 to UsD 55 per tonne CFR China as compared 

to 2014. On 15 December 2015, the price dipped  

to its lowest level of UsD 38.5 per tonne.

In Q1 2016, global prices returned to growth and exceeded 

UsD 40 per tonne CFR China.

 

Iron ore market
various factors affect the iron ore market in the long 

term. On the one hand, ore quality in the global market 

is gradually deteriorating. Lower quality raw materials 

increase the cost of steel production and lead to higher 

harmful emissions by steelmakers. On the other hand, 

environmental requirements are becoming more stringent. 

In particular, China, the driving force of the world’s 

demand for iron ore, has set the course for tougher 

environmental requirements purporting to mitigate 

the harmful environmental impact of metallurgical 

facilities, inter alia, by improving the quality of consumed 

iron ore.

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Steel output in China, million tonnes

803.8822.8

731.0

822.0

702.0

Source: WSA

stricter environmental requirements looming over 

the ferrous metals industry and lower iron ore quality 

will lead to higher margins for raw materials with high 

iron content.

At present, price levels are determined by spot 

market prices in China, using the steel Index, 

MetalBulletin or Bloomberg indices. The transition to price 

formation on the spot market continues as price-related 

information becomes more accessible. Metalloinvest 

closely monitors the physical markets on a daily basis as 

well as commodity trading across global exchanges.

The Company’s wide range of products, consistent efforts 

to increase product quality and long-term partnerships 

with key consumers enable us to maintain our sales margins 

even in a highly volatile market environment.

Nazim Efendiev
First Deputy CEO,  
sales Director

«

«

Source: AME,  

* – estimates
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Hot briquetted  
and direct reduced iron market

HBI/DRI is an important component 

in the production of high-quality steel grades that help 

to cut the cost of steel production. HBI/DRI is a multi-

purpose, high-quality and viable alternative to pig 

iron and scrap metal that can be used at integrated 

facilities in blast, basic-oxygen and electric arc furnaces 

and at mini plants.

This enables the Company to ensure the high quality  

of its products, while also keeping its environmental 

impact to a minimum. 

Global production and export of HBI/DRI, 
million tonnes

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015*

PRODUCTION

EXPORT

73.2

8.2

73.4

9.0

73.8

7.2

73.2

6.9

70.0

4.8

Source: WSA,  

* – estimates

Global HBI/DRI production is highly concentrated. 

According to preliminary data from the World steel 

Association (WsA), HBI/DRI produced in 2015 

totalled 70.0 million tonnes, two thirds of which was 

manufactured by five countries (India – 25%, Iran – 20%, 

Mexico – 8%, saudi Arabia – 7%, and Russia – 7%). 

At present, the majority of metallised raw materials 

(over 90%) are consumed by captive integrated metal 

manufacturers with only a limited amount shipped 

to third-party consumers.

In 2015, lower production of HBI/DRI was observed 

in traditional producing counties such as India,  

saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Trinidad and Tobago.  

Output stabilised in venezuela. Lower supply of HBI/DRI 

allowed Metalloinvest to strengthen its position  

in the global merchant HBI market.

Metalloinvest has at its disposal high quality iron ore 

resources and access to a gas pipeline to secure 

uninterrupted supply of natural gas used in the direct 

iron reduction process.

Metalloinvest not only possesses the required resources, 

but also the necessary expertise and technologies 

for HBI/DRI production. The Company’s long-term 

strategy is largely focused on the development 

of production of iron ore products with high added value, 

primarily HBI.

In 2015, its HBI/DRI output reached 5.4 

million tonnes, up 3.1%. HBI production volumes 

amounted to 2.6 million tonnes, 12% of which was 

shipped to the Company’s own steel segment. The 

largest consumers are steelmaking companies 

in Russia and Western Europe. With a 50% share 

of the world’s commercial HBI market in 2015*, 

Metalloinvest pursues all available opportunities to meet 

the growing demand from high-grade steel producers.

Source: WSA

Steel output growth by region, 2011–2015, %

2011 

2.8

6.4

9.8

–5.4

15.0

8.4

2012 2013 2014 2015

–5.2

2.4

–3.7

–2.5

7.4

3.1

–1.4
–2.1

–1.3

4.6

7.3

9.4

1,7 2.0

–1.4
–0.7

7.7

1.4

–1.8

-–8.6

–2.5
–1.8

–2.4
–2.3

EU NORTH AMERICA SOUTH AMERICA AFRICA MIDDLE EAST ASIA

HBI – key benefits:
• stable homogeneous chemical composition,  

low content of harmful elements

• High bulk density (ca. 5 g per cubic cm)  

and homogeneous size

• Energy-efficient and environmentally-safe 

production process

• No seasonality factor influencing supplies

Steel market

According to the WsA, steel output in 2015 declined 

by 2.9% to 1,599.5 million tonnes. In Asia, the largest 

steel producing region in absolute terms, output declined 

by 2.3% y-o-y (1,096.3 million tonnes). The highest 

production decline rate was recorded in North America, 

where steel output in 2015 dropped by 8.6% to 110.7 

million tonnes.

* Source: Company’s estimates.

Output in the EU, south America and the Middle East, 

declined by 1.8%, 2.5% and 2.4%, respectively.  

In China, it dropped by 2.3% to 803.8 million tonnes. 

Lower domestic consumption of rolling steel and China’s 

currency policy aimed at yuan depreciation contribute

d to higher steel exports totalling 112.0 million tonnes 

in 2015.

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Russia 68.9 70.2 69.0 71.5 71.1

China 702.0 731.0 822.0 822.8 803.8

Japan 107.6 107.2 110.6 110.7 105.2

UsA 86.4 88.7 86.9 88.2 78.9

India 73.5 77.3 81.3 87.3 89.6

south Korea 68.5 69.0 66.0 71.5 69.7

Others 430.1 415.6 413.2 395.2 381.2

Steel output by major producing countries, 2011–2015, million tonnes
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Key production processes at Lebedinsky GOK

Ка р ь е р

Об о г а ти те л ь н а я
ф а б р и к а (ОФ) 

Ком п л е к с 
с у ш к и 
к о н ц е н тр а та 
ОФ 

Пу л ь по н а с о с н а я 
с та н ц и я ОЭМК

Фа б р и к а 
о к о м к о в а н и я

За в о д ГБЖ

Отд е л е н и е 
ф и л ь тр а ц и и
д оо б о г а щ е н н о г о
к о н ц е н тр а та

Отд е л е н и е 
ф и л ь тр а ц и и 
р я д о в о г о 
к о н ц е н тр а та   

Це х о б о г а щ е н и я 
№4  ОФ 
д о о б о г а щ е н и е
р я д о в о г о 
к о н ц е н тр а та

Не о ф л ю с о в а н ны е 
о к а ты ш и 

Оф л ю с о в а н ны е 
о к а ты ш и 

Су ш е н ы й 
ко н ц е н тр а т

Ко н ц е н тр а т

Пульпа 
на ОЭМК 

Бр и к е ты

Пр о и зв о д с тв о То в а р н а я п ро д у к ц и я

Key operational assets

Mining segment

Lebedinsky GOK
Lebedinsky GOK is the only supplier of hot 

briquetted iron in Russia and the CIs, as well as 

Russia’s largest iron ore mining and processing 

facility producing high-quality iron ore and metal 

products. Through open-pit mining, Lebedinsky GOK 

develops an iron ore deposit with proven reserves 

of 3.9 billion tonnes.

In 2015, Metalloinvest continued to implement 

the programme to upgrade and renovate its mining 

transportation systems, under which Lebedinsky GOK 

received two locomotive units, 70 dump cars and two large 

frontal loaders with 9.3 cubic metre buckets.

Mikhailovsky GOK
Mikhailovsky GOK is one of the largest iron ore mining 

and processing facilities in Russia and the CIs. 

Through open-pit mining, Mikhailovsky GOK 

develops an iron ore deposit with proven reserves 

of 10.3 billion tonnes.

Under the 2015 production modernisation programme, 

Mikhailovsky GOK’s mining transportation division receiv

ed two NP–1 locomotive units equipped with dump cars, 

one EKG–15M excavator and two sBsH–250 MNA drilling 

rigs.

Key production processes at Mikhailovsky GOK

Пр о и зв о д с тв о То в а р н а я п ро д у к ц и я

Ка р ь е р

Оф л ю с о в а н ны е 
о к а ты ш и 

Су ш е н ы й 
ко н ц е н тр а т

Не о ф л ю с о в а н ны е 
о к а ты ш и 

Ко н ц е н тр а т

Дробильно-
обогатительный 
комплекс (ДОК)

Дробильно-
сортировочная 
фабрика

Доменная
руда

Доменный
ко н ц е н тр а т

Агломерационная
руда

Фа б р и к а 
окомкования

Отделение 
флотации 
ДОК
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(roM concentrate 
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slurry puMp statIon  
at oeMK

HBI plant

non-fluxed  
pellets
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Production

Commercial products

Production
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Steel segment

OEMK
OEMK is the only full-cycle steelmaking company 

in Russia that uses direct iron reduction technology 

and electric arc furnaces for smelting. This enables 

OEMK to produce steel that is virtually free from harmful 

impurities and residual elements.

In 2015, OEMK completed a number of projects to upgrade 

its existing production facilities:

• Purchased the required amount of mill rolls for Rolling 

Mill 700 to ensure smooth mill operation and achieve 

OEMK’s long steel output targets.

• Revamped the ventilation system 

at the pelletisation and metallisation shops’ 

filtration section, and upgraded process gas 

compressors as part  

of the DRI Unit #4 overhaul. 

Ural Steel
Ural steel is a full-cycle company operating sintering, coke, 

blast furnace, steelmaking and metal rolling facilities.

In 2015, Ural steel took steps to upgrade and revamp 

its existing production facilities:

• Purchased the required amount of mill rolls for QUARTO 

and DUO cages of Rolling Mill 2800 at Rolling Mill #1 

to ensure seamless mill operations.

• Constructed a new surplus furnace gas burning bleeder 

stack #2 to improve occupational safety and ensure 

uninterrupted operation of blast furnaces in case 

of an accidental failure of bleeder stack #1.

• Replaced a steam turbine of TK   turbocharger #8  

at Ural steel’s thermal power plant to ensure a reliable 

supply of suitable hot blast to the blast furnace shop.

• Constructed an automated coal concentrate sampling 

section at the coke production site enabling Ural steel 

to check the quality of coal concentrate coming from 

suppliers upon receipt and thereby mitigate the risk 

of deteriorating coke quality due to the poor charge 

composition.

Key production processes at Ural Steel
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Key production processes at OEMK
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Mining segment

Boosting HBI market position

Construction of HBI-3 Plant at Lebedinsky GOK
The project will enable Metalloinvest to meet increasing 

demand from steel companies for high-quality metallised 

raw materials and retain its leading position globally 

in merchant HBI production.

The project is being implemented by a consortium made up 

of Primetals Technologies and Midrex Technologies (contract 

signed in 2012), and Russian design company GIPROMEZ 

(part of Metalloinvest). Rudstroy (also part of Metalloinvest) 

is responsible for construction, assembly and equipment 

installation works.

The Plant’s production capacity is set to amount 

to 1.8 million tonnes per annum. 

HBI–1 Plant: briquetting system upgrade
In 2015, the Company completed the upgrade of HBI–1 

Plant’s briquetting system. This allowed the Company 

to reduce unscheduled briquetting equipment downtime, 

boost customer satisfaction due to the improved marketable 

appearance of HBI briquettes, and keep the briquettes’ 

strength properties unchanged while increasing furnace 

output rates. The overhaul of HBI–1 Plant made it possible 

to increase production capacity by 22,000 tonnes per annum.

Strengthening position in the high added-value 
iron ore products segment

Construction of Pellet Plant #3 at Mikhailovsky GOK
The construction of Pellet Plant #3 is a unique project, 

both in terms of scale and significance, encompassing all 

processing stages, from iron ore concentrate filtration and pe

lletisation to pellet roasting and shipments to customers.

The new roasting plant embraces the newest technological 

solutions, including automated systems to monitor 

processing data and manage production processes. 

When compared with existing roasting plants, Pellet Plant #3 

features higher output rates, an enhanced energy efficiency 

profile, and state-of-the-art gas flow systems minimising air 

pollutant emissions.

The plant will enable Metalloinvest to increase  

Mikhailovsky GOK’s pellet production capacity  

to 15 million tonnes per annum (up 50%). 

Beneficiation technology improvement programme 

»tHE PLANt’S PRODUCtION CAPACItY  
IS SEt tO AMOUNt tO 1.8 MtPA.

at Lebedinsky GOK  
The programme is expected to launch new products 

into the market, including high-grade concentrate 

with an iron content of ca. 70% and high basic iron ore 

pellets with an iron content of 65.8%.

Efficient development of iron ore resources

Construction of a crushing and conveyor facility  
at Mikhailovsky GOK
In 2015, Metalloinvest began the construction of a crushin

g and conveyor facility at the south-eastern tip of the open 

pit for Mikhailovsky GOK’s mining transportation division. 

The project envisages two crushing and conveyor facilities 

– one each at the south-eastern and north-eastern tips 

of the open pit.

The facilities will help the Company achieve annual 

magnetite concentrate production targets, ensure 

the required quality, bring down the stripping ratio, improve 

railway transport performance, reduce the number of mining 

vehicles and loading devices, and start developing 

previously inaccessible ore reserves to provide an industry-

leading ore charge makeup.

The Company signed a contract with NKMZ to prepare 

a feasibility study and supply equipment for the upcoming 

crushing and conveyor facility at the south-eastern tip  

of the open pit.

Construction of cyclical and continuous ore mining 
facilities at Lebedinsky GOK’s open pit
In 2015, Lebedinsky GOK launched pre-project planning 

to introduce a cyclical and continuous method of rock 

mass transportation. The new cyclical and continuous 

mining facilities and related infrastructure will bring ore 

production costs down and address the issue of maintaining 

the production capacity of a non-oxidised quartzite open-pit 

mine. 

Strategic investment projects

Construction of the cyclical and continuous mining facilities 

at the southern tip of Lebedinsky GOK’s open-pit mine will 

make it possible to deliver most of the crushed ore straight 

from the open pit to the beneficiation plant, significantly 

reducing ore transportation costs. 

Production of up to 10 mtpa of concentrate from 
oxidised quartzites at Mikhailovsky GOK
In 2015, the Company continued commercial testing 

of a technology to beneficiate oxidised ferruginous 

quartzites at the reconstructed processing section #14 

of the crushing and beneficiation plant. The testing 

utilised the combined beneficiation process involving 

the application of low- and high-intensity magnetic 

separation, and reverse cationic flotation. To beneficiate 

quartzites in the strong magnetic field, the Company used 

high-intensity magnetic separators produced by Eriez 

Maqnetics, Longi and Outotec.

The testing at processing section #14 proved the possibility 

of obtaining iron ore concentrate from oxidised ferruginous 

quartzites with a mass fraction of 66.0%. The tests 

also provided the data required to develop an optimal 

ore processing scheme and the beneficiation technology 

for oxidised ferruginous quartzites.

Technical upgrade

In 2015, Lebedinsky GOK received two locomotive 

units, 70 dump cars and two large frontal loaders 

with 9.3 cubic metre buckets as part of the Company’s 

programme to upgrade and renovate its mining 

transportation facilities. Mikhailovsky GOK’s mining tra

nsportation division received two NP–1 locomotive units 

equipped with dump cars, one EKG–15M excavator and two 

sBsH–250 MNA drilling rigs.

IN 2015, THE COMPANY’S CAPEx  

TOTALLED USD 417 MN.  
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Construction of Coke Oven Battery #6 (COB–6)  
at Ural Steel
COB–6 reached its design capacity of 690,000 tonnes 

per annum of 6% moisture bulk coke. Quality targets 

for the produced coke have also been met. The project 

enabled the Company to normalise the quality of blast 

furnace charge, reduce its dependence on third-party 

suppliers, and cut production costs. Merchant coke is now 

also shipped to external consumers.

Construction of Casting Machine #5 at Ural Steel’s 
blast furnace shop
In Q4 2015, Casting Machine #5 (CM–5) was commissioned 

at the blast furnace shop to cast molten iron into ingots. 

This investment project will increase casting capacity 

for merchant pig iron by 0.5 million tonnes per annum. 

The machine’s design draws on the know-how of Russia’s 

leading market players, with operation and control 

processes being completely automated and computerised. 

The machine operator can choose between different 

casting modes and speeds. During the construction, 

the Company paid special attention to environmentally 

friendly solutions in order to mitigate its environmental 

impact.

Renovation of Blast Furnace #4 at Ural Steel
The Company completed the first-class renovation of Blast 

Furnace #4 (BF–4) with a design capacity 

of 1.5 million tonnes of pig iron per annum. The BF–4 

overhaul and CM–5 construction are part of Ural steel’s 

modernisation and development programme. The 

completion of these two projects will enable the Company 

to process its own iron ore and achieve higher pig 

iron production and shipment volumes.

Steel segment

Maximising returns in the steel segment 

Installation of a reducing and sizing block (RSB) 
in the medium section of OEMK’s Rolling Mill 350
The RsB in the medium section of Rolling Mill 350 

will allow the Company to significantly improve the quality 

of rolled steel (most notably, sBQ bars), reduce metal 

losses from turning, and ramp up production at Rolling Mill 

350 and the finishing shop.

For the purposes of this project, sMs group GmbH 

(Germany) was contracted as an equipment supplier 

and a service provider, while GIPROMEZ, a Metalloinvest 

subsidiary, was tasked with the preparation of design 

specifications and estimates.

The focus on medium-sized products is due to the high 

demand for this product category in the Company’s key 

sales markets.

The project completion is scheduled for 2017.

On top of that, the Company continues to assemble 

a hydraulic descaling unit at Rolling Mill 700 and started 

the upgrade of the second gas purification unit 

in the electric arc furnace shop.

Construction of an air separation unit at OEMK
OEMK commenced the commercial operation of an oxygen 

plant complete with a cryogenic air separation unit (AsU). 

The plant can produce 20,000 cubic metres of gaseous 

oxygen or nitrogen and 1 tonne of liquid argon per hour. 

The equipment was supplied by Linde Engineering 

Dresden GmbH (Germany).

The new plant was constructed to replace the old one, 

which had exceeded its useful life. The project enabled 

the Company to increase total production volumes 

by 75% for oxygen (required to make steel and metallised 

products) and 24% for nitrogen, and start its own 

argon production. The plant is designed to satisfy OEMK’s 

current and prospective air separation needs.

Environmental responsibility

Upgrade of gas purification units at OEMK’s electric 
arc furnaces (DSP–150) #1 and #2
A project is underway to upgrade gas purification units 

at OEMK. so far, general construction works, steelwork 

assembly and installation of key production equipment 

have been completed.

The project’s first stage was implemented in June 2013 

and covered gas purification systems at electric arc 

furnaces #3 and #4. As a result, residual dust content 

from waste gases fell by 40%, whereas the furnaces’ dust 

emissions fell by more than two-thirds. Workplace dust 

exposure decreased by an average of 50%.

The commissioning of upgraded gas purification units 

at electric arc furnaces #1 and #2 is scheduled for 2016. 

It is expected to reduce dust content from waste gases 

by over 75%.

 

Technical upgrades

Along with large-scale investment projects, OEMK 

took steps to upgrade and revamp its existing 

production facilities, including the purchase of mill rolls 

for Rolling Mill 700, modernisation of the ventilation 

system at the pelletisation and metallisation shops’ 

filtration section, and upgrade of process gas compressors 

as part of the metallisation unit #4 overhaul.

As part of a programme to upgrade and revamp existing 

production facilities, Ural steel purchased mill rolls 

for the QUARTO and DUO cages of Rolling Mill 2800 

at rolling shop #1; constructed the new surplus furnace 

gas burning bleeder stack #2 to improve occupational 

safety in case of an accidental failure of bleeder stack #1; 

replaced a steam turbine of TK turbocharger #8 at Ural 

steel’s TPP to ensure a reliable supply of suitable hot blast 

to the blast furnace shop; and constructed an automated 

coal concentrate sampling section at the coke 

production site to ensure incoming checks for concentrate 

coming from third-party suppliers and reduce the risk 

of deteriorating coke quality due to the poor charge 

composition.

OEMK IS CONSTANTLY WORKING 

TO REDUCE ITS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. 

THE MODERNISATION OF GAS PURIFICATION 

SYSTEMS DECREASES POLLUTANT EMISSIONS 

AND BOOSTS PRODUCTION VOLUMES.
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Structure and content of Plans for R&D, Feasibility Studies and Production-Related Science and Technology Services in 2015

Topic 1
Strategic 

development

Research seeking to define 
Metalloinvest's strategic 

development options

Topic 2
Environment 

and occupational 
safety

Research seeking to bolster 
environmental and occupational safety 

(including in line with statutory requirements)

Topic 3
Improvements 
in production 

efficiency

Research seeking to boost performance 
and improve production processes 

at existing sites

Key focus areas:

-

Key focus areas:

-

Key focus areas:

• enhance the strength of iron 
ore pellets at Lebedinsky GOK (improve 
methods of heat treatment, introduce 
strengthening additives to the furnace 
charge);

• launch production-based research 
to develop technology ensuring compre-
hensive processing of mineral raw 
materials at Mikhailovsky GOK;

• seek to optimise the mining transpor-
tation network at Lebedinsky GOK;

• carry out regular studies to improve 
heat treatment of rolled metal 
for bridge construction at Ural Steel.

• launch environmental research 
(specify transformation ratios for air 
contaminants in the area surrounding 
Lebedinsky GOK, etc.);

• support mining operations as 
required by para. 6 of Safety Rules 
No. 03–498–02 and the Federal Law 
on Occupational Safety at Hazardous 
Production Sites;

• build geomechanical models and 
develop production procedures 
for mining operations at deposits 
with planning horizons 
of 20–30–50 years.

• develop technical solutions to bolster 
the reliability of production-related 
equipment (power supplies to OEMK, 
etc.);

• improve equipment capacity and 
production processes (increase  
the efficiency of metal-cutting tools 
used by OEMK, improve technologies 
used in Ural Steel's coke production  
shops, etc.);

• certify finished products and confirm 
their compliance with standards 
and regulations by engaging third-party 
laboratories (corrosion resistance 
tests at Ural Steel, etc.).

In 2015, a total of 23 R&D projects were completed  

at the Company’s initiative with eight more nearing 

completion. The research on 20 focus areas was started  

in 2015 and will continue through 2016. 

Research & Development (R&D)

Number of projects in Plans for R&D, FS and 
Production Related Science and Technology Services

MGOKLGOK OEMK Ural Steel

6

11

5

15

5

13

10

14

2014 2015

Actual costs of Plans for R&D, 
FS and Production Related Sci-Tech Services, RUB million

STRATEGIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

ENVIRONMENT 
AND OCCUPATIONAL 
SAFETY

IMPROVEMENTS 
IN PRODUCTION 
EFFICIENCY 
AT EXISTING SITES

15.7

2.9

10.6

7.2

17.9

0.5

5.1

7.2

19.5

MGOKLGOK OEMK Ural Steel

Metalloinvest’s R&D production support function is 

responsible for making quarterly adjustments 

to the Company’s plans for R&D, feasibility studies 

and production-related science and technology services, 

which enables the Company to promptly include critical 

orders in its planning. such orders may require changes 

to the existing process and technology modes to ensure 

the high quality of produced goods.

Given the scale and complexity of orders, Metalloinvest 

is expanding its co-operation with leading R&D institutions 

and industry experts. In 2015, the Company collaborated 

with a number of R&D institutions and universities, 

including:

• NPvP TOREX (Yekaterinburg);

• Branch of the National University of science 

and Technology MIsis (stary Oskol);

• MIPT Centre for Engineering and Technology 

of Hard-to-recover Reserves (Moscow);

• Bardin Central Research Institute for Ferrous Metallurgy 

(Moscow);

• Techno-Chermet (Moscow);

• NORD Engineering Company (Moscow);

• vIOGEM (Belgorod);

• Branch of the National University of science 

and Technology MIsis (Novotroitsk);

• Ivs (st Petersburg);

• GIPROMEZ (Moscow, part of Metalloinvest), and others.

In addition, Metalloinvest is working to consolidate its R&D 

base. For example, the Company refitted its facilities 

with new laboratory and analysis equipment to enhance 

the potential of its in-house facilities. The Company’s 

technical experts participate in laboratory tests, 

piloting and applied scientific research. Going forward, 

Metalloinvest seeks to further develop its in-house R&D 

capacities.

The Company places orders for R&D projects focusing  

on three key topics: 
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